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We analyze an undesired phenomenon that takes place when growing
porous/compact multilayer systems by alternatively using the oblique angle and the
classical configuration by magnetron sputtering. We show that compact layers
develop numerous fissures rooted on the open porous structures of the layer below, in
a phenomenon that becomes amplified when increasing the number of stacked layers
and that might cause the loss of structural control. An undesired phenomenon found
in thin films and multilayers intended for photonic applications (e.g., antireflective
coatings, 1D- Bragg mirrors and microcavities, etc.) is the condensation of water
within the pores that makes the optical behaviour of the systems unpredictable and
may lead to their accelerated degradation. In this work we propose a strategy to
minimize this phenomenon by growing a thin and continuous accommodation layer on
top of the porous film under the impingement of plasma ions, where the compact layer
may subsequently grow homogeneously. This approach has been tested in practical
situations by growing compact TiO2/porous SiO2 and porous SiOx/porous SiO2
multilayer systems intended for advanced photonic, optofluidic and near-IR mirror
applications, from which preliminary results will be also presented. In these system a
precise control over the microstructure and optical properties of the films/multilayers
has been achieved using the said accommodation layer strategy.
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